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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

Documentation conventions
These documentation conventions apply across all of the Exinda documentation sets. All instances of
the following may not appear in this documentation

Typographical conventions
n bold - Interface element such as buttons or menus. For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

n italics - Reference to other documents. For example: Refer to theExinda Application List. Also used
to identify in the various procedures the response the systems provide after applying an action.

n > - Separates navigation elements. For example: Select File > Save.

n monospace text - Command line text.

n <variable> - Command line arguments.

n [x] - An optional CLI keyword or argument.

n {x} - A required CLI element.

n | - Separates choices within an optional or required element.

Links
With the exception of the various tables of contents, all links throughout the documentation are blue.
Most links refer to topics within the documentation, but there may be links that take you to web pages on
the Internet. In this documentation we differentiate between these types of links byunderlining only the
external links.

Tips, Notes, Examples, Cautions, etc.
Throughout this manual, the following table styles are used to highlight important information:
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n Tips include hints and shortcuts. Tips are identified by the light blub icon.

TIP
text

n Notes provide information that is useful at the points where they are encountered. Notes are
identified by the pin and paper icon.

NOTE

Text

n Important notes provide information that is important at the point where they are encountered.
Important notes are identified by the amber triangle.

IMPORTANT
Text

n Cautions provide warnings of areas of operation that could cause damage to appliances. Cautions
are identified by the orange triange.

CAUTION

Text

n Examples are presented throughout the manual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a pale green background.

E X A M P L E
Text

n Best Practices are identified by the "thumbs-up" icon.

Best Practice:

It is a best practice to
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Configure Adaptive Response Limits
Adaptive Response Limits allow administrators to specify rules based on combinations of data transfer
amounts and/or the amount of time on the network, and then establish priorities so that different policies
can be applied both before and after the limit is reached. This allows you to provide data transfer caps,
throttle data transfer after a limit has been reached, or to throttle only particular types of traffic after the
limit has been reached.

Version Info:
In 7.0.1 and above releases in the 7.0 firmware product line, the option to
set Adaptive Response Limits is based on the amount of time a user is
using the network.

To implement such policies, the following steps are required:

1. Create a network object that defines what traffic is to be monitored

The source network object can either be a static network object, which includes one or more
subnets, or the source network object can be a dynamic network object mapped from an Active
Directory group.

2. Create an adaptive response limit object

The adaptive response limit object allows administrators to specify the traffic to monitor using a
network object, and what data limit or time limit should be applied and for what period. The
appliance then dynamically creates a new network object that keeps track of the IP addresses that
have exceeded their limit.

When a time limit is specified, the time is tracked in increments of 5 minutes and starts counting down
from the first flow for a given user.
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3. Create policies intended for the traffic matching the over-the-limit network object and policies
intended for the traffic matching the source network object.

Ensure that the over-the-limit policy filters the traffic using the over-the-limit network object, and that
the policy appears in the policy tree before the policies intended for the users who have not exceed
their quota. Traffic attempts to match the policy tree nodes in a top-down order. Since IP addresses
that have exceeded their quota will match either the destination or source network object, you need
those that exceed their quota to be matched against the destination node first.

When creating the adaptive response limit object, you can create exceptions such that certain IP
addresses, specified by one or more network objects, can be excluded from the limit rules. By editing
the adaptive response limit object, you can specify which IP addresses are exempt from the rule. The
exception network object can be internal or external. By creating an exception for an internal network
object, those IP addresses will not have the limit applied to them. By creating an exception for an
external network object, those IP addresses in the source network object will be excluded when they are
conversing with an IP in the external exception network object.

You can also create an alert that sends an email to the Exinda appliance email recipients when a
specified quota threshold has been exceeded. The email will contain all the IP addresses that have
exceeded the threshold. Note that the Info Emails checkbox must be checked for each recipient on the
email configuration page.
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Where do I find this configuration?

Go toConfiguration > Objects > Adaptive Response.

To create an adaptive response limit object

1. Enter a name for the Adaptive Response Limit object.

2. From theSource Network Object drop-down list, select the desired network object.

The source network object can be a static network object specified as subnets, or it can be a
dynamic network object based on Active Directory users or user groups.

3. In theDestination Network Object field, type a name for the network object that will be
dynamically created to store the IP addresses of the users that exceeded the limit.

4. From theDuration drop-down list, select the time period that the limit applies to.

E.g. if you want to apply a 10MB cap per day, select daily.

The options are daily, weekly, monthly.

5. From theDirection drop-down list, select which traffic direction is counted towards the limit.

The options are inbound, outbound, both.

6. From the Limit Type drop-down list, select whether you want the limit to be based on data
volume, the amount of time on the network, or both (meaning whichever occurs first).

7. In theAmount field, specify the data volume limit, beyond which the IPs will be added to the
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destination network object.

Specified in MB.

8. In the Time field, specify the time on the network limit, beyond which the IPs will be added to the
destination network object.

Specified in minutes.

9. If you are ready to make this adaptive response limit rule active, selectYes from theEnable
drop-down list.

10. Click theAdd New Limit button.

The object is added to the list of configured adaptive response limit objects.

To add an alert notification when users reach a particular threshold

As an example, consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have
IP addresses in the subnet 192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads
and downloads) per month. The resident assistants are excepted from the rule as well as
students who are trying to access a particular university server.

1. Edit an existing adaptive response limit object.

2. In theAdd Alert Percent field, type the percentage of threshold that should trigger an email.

The percentage can exceed 100.

3. Click the appropriateAdd Alert button.

NOTE

Valid SMTP and email settings are required for email
alerts.

The Info Emails checkbox needs to be checked for each
email recipient on the Configuration > System >
Network > Email tab.

To create user exceptions to the adaptive response limit rules

1. Edit an existing adaptive response limit object.

2. In theAdd New Internal Exception Object orAdd New External Exception Object section,
select the network object that specifies the IPs that you would like excluded from the adaptive
response limit rule.

Selecting an internal network object will exclude the associated IP addresses from the limit rule.
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Selecting an external network object will exclude the hosts having conversations with particular
external hosts from the limit rule.

E.g. Consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have IP addresses in
the subnet 192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and
downloads) per month. The resident assistants are excepted from the rule as well as students
who are trying to access a particular university server.

3. Click the appropriateAdd Exception button.

Upon reaching the threshold, an email is sent that has content similar to:

To create a network object

1. Go toConfiguration > Objects > Network > Network Objects.

2. Specify a name for the network object.

3. Select the location of the network object - internal, external, or inherit.

Packets are matched to a network object, and the closest subnet within that network object
determines the location. See examples below.

n Internal— All subnets and hosts defined by the network object will be considered on the
LAN side of the appliance.

n External— All subnets and hosts defined by the network object will be considered to be on
the WAN side of the appliance.

n Inherit— The locations of the subnets and hosts defined by the network object is determined
or inherited by closest match to other network objects.

o If all the subnets in this network object are contained in other network objects that are
internal, then the location of this network object will inherit the internal location.

o Similarly, if all the subnets in this network objects are contained in other network objects
that are external, then the location of this network object will inherit the external location.

o If some subnets in this network object are contained in other internal network objects and
some are contained in other external network objects, then the location of this network
object will be mixed.

o If no network objects match, then the location defaults to external.
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NOTE

When creating network objects that have location set
to "inherit", you can use the CLI command show
network-object to show the location.

4. Select whether the traffic for this network object should be shown on the Subnet reports.

5. Specify the network IP address and netmask length of the subnet. IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are
accepted.

Although only four lines for IP addresses are displayed for a new object, add more IP addresses
by saving the network object and clickEdit to be presented with an extra 4 lines.

6. ClickAdd New Network Object.

To see which hosts have exceeded their quota

Consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have IP addresses in the
subnet 192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and downloads)
per month.

1. Go toConfiguration > Objects > Network > Dynamic and select the appropriate dynamic
network object.

When does the quota reset?

The Duration setting indicates the frequency at which the quota is reset.
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n Daily Duration resets at midnight

n Weekly Duration resets at midnight Saturday night/Sunday morning

n Monthly Duration resets at the 1st of the month.

If the quota is not reached for a given day, then the quota is reset. For example, consider Daily
Duration, where the quota is reset at midnight. If the time limit was set to 90 minutes and the user
started using the network at 11:30pm, then the system would allow 2 hours of continuous use,
which includes 30 minutes until midnight, then another 90 minutes when the new day started at
midnight.
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Quota Enforcement Scenarios
Quotas are an effective way to enforce fair sharing of the network or to ensure customers receive only
the amount of access to the network for which they have paid. Quotas can enforce caps based on a
data transfer amount or based on the amount of time on the network. After the quota has been reached,
a variety of actions could take place, such as throttling or blocking all data, or throttling only particular
types of traffic, or redirecting the user to a particular webpage.

To support quota enforcement scenarios, you need to configure the following:

1. Create an adaptive response limit object to define how the quota is measured and to identify the
users that have exceeded their quota by using a named network object.

The adaptive response object can specify whether to set a network-traffic data-volume limit or a time
limit. The adaptive response object identifies the traffic that is monitored against the specified quota
as a network object. The network object can either be based on IP addresses, or based on Active
Directory users or user groups. The adaptive response object tracks those that have exceeded their
quota by dynamically adding them to a named network object.

2. Add a policy (or policies) to the Optimizer policy tree for those who are over their limit.

The policy that addresses those that have exceeded their quota is defined according to your
business needs. You can choose to throttle their traffic or block it entirely. When they have HTTP
traffic, you can also choose to redirect them to a webpage that you host or respond with a webpage
that the Exinda Appliance hosts.

If needed you can combine these, such that the first policy filters for HTTP traffic and then shows a
webpage, but then other types of traffic are caught by a second policy that blocks the remaining
traffic.

3. Add policies to the Optimizer policy tree for those under the limit.

The remaining policies define how to deal with the traffic of the users who have not yet exceeded
their quota.
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NOTE

Since the Exinda Appliance attempts to match the traffic
to the filters in the policies (and virtual circuits) in the top-
down order defined in the Optimizer policy tree, you need
to set up the series of policies with the most specific filter
criteria appearing first in the policy tree, which means the
policies should appear in the following generalized order.

n Those who have exceeded their quota and have
HTTP traffic

n Those who have exceeded their quota and have
other types of traffic

n Remaining traffic (that is, those who have not
exceeded their quota)

Example: Users each have a 10GB capped data quota

Consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have IP addresses in the subnet
192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and downloads) per month.
After the limit is reached, they are allowed no more data.

1. Create a network object to represent the students.

OPTION 1: Create a static network object using theConfiguration > Objects > Network
> Network Objects page.
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OPTION 2: Create a network user group object using theConfiguration > Objects > Users
& Groups > Network Groups page.

2. Create an adaptive response limit object that defines the 10GB limit as well as the destination
dynamic network object that will contain the students who exceeded their quota using the
Configuration > Objects > Adaptive Response page.
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3. Configure the policy tree such that the students over quota are blocked from further data.

In the virtual circuit that will process the student data, create a policy that will block the students
who have exceeded their quota and ensure that it is first in the virtual circuit. The rest of the
policies can manage the traffic however you like, perhaps choking P2P and throttling streaming.

Example: Users each have a 10GB data quota after which recreational traffic is severely
throttled

Consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have IP addresses in the subnet
192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and downloads) per month.
After the limit is reached, they are allowed access to education resources, but recreational traffic is
throttled.
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1. Similar to the example above, create a network object to represent the students.

2. Similar to the example above, create an adaptive response limit object that defines the 10GB limit
as well as the destination dynamic network object that will contain the students who exceeded
their quota.

3. Configure the policy tree such that the students over quota have different policy than those that
are within their quota.

Create two virtual circuits - one that maps to the Students-Over-Quota network object and one
that maps to the Students network object. Ensure the Students Over Quota virtual circuit appears
first. In this example, the students that have exceeded their monthly limit get placed in a 512 kbps
virtual circuit, whereas all other students (the ones who have not exceeded their monthly limit) are
placed in a 10Mbps Virtual Circuit.

Note the policies within the two virtual circuits can be different so that what is throttled can be
different for those over quota. For instance, perhaps you want to throttle recreational traffic more
severely for those students who are over quota.

Example: Users have a 10GB capped data quota after which they are redirected to a page on
your website that explains the quota

Consider an educational institution that has a group of students who have IP addresses in the subnet
192.168.0.0/16. Each student is allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and downloads) per month.
After the limit is reached, they are redirected to a website that explains the quota limit.

1. Similar to the example above, create a network object to represent the students.

2. Similar to the example above, create an adaptive response limit object that defines the 10 GB
limit as well as the destination dynamic network object that will contain the students who
exceeded their quota.
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To create the policy that redirects the traffic:

a. SelectHTTP Redirect as the policy action.

b. Specify the URL that you would like the unauthenticated user to be redirected to in theRedir-
ect URLfield.

Traffic matching this policy will be forwarded to the specified URL, which will cause the
specified URL to be presented to the client.

c. Type the Filter Rules.

The only allowable applications are HTTP, HTTP-ALT, and HTTPS. It is recommended to add
three filter rules - one for each of these applications.

For each of the filter rules specify the Filter traffic Source to be the destination network object
that was created as part of the adaptive response limit object and specify the Filter traffic
Direction to beBoth.

To create a policy that blocks remaining unauthenticated traffic:

a. SelectDiscard as the policy action.

b. If you want to block all unauthenticated traffic, then do not check theDiscard only the first
packet of the connection checkbox.

c. Type the Filter Rules specifying the students over quota network object.
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Specify the Filter traffic Source to be the destination network object that was created as part
of the adaptive response limit object and specify the Filter traffic Direction to beBoth.

3. Configure the policy tree such that the students over quota are redirected to a particular website
when accessing web traffic and all other data access for those students is blocked, followed by
policy for students who have not exceeded quota.

Example: Users have a two hour web usage quota after which they are presented with a
webpage that indicates their time is up

Consider a public space with complimentary wifi access such as a shopping mall. Shoppers are
allowed wifi access for 2 hours after which they are presented with a page that indicates that their
time is up and thanking them for their patronage. In this scenario, the webpage can be "hosted"by
the Exinda appliance.

1. Similar to the example above, create a network object to represent the students.

2. Create an adaptive response limit object that defines a 120 minute limit, as well as the destination
dynamic network object that will contain the shoppers who exceeded their quota.

3. Create an HTML Response object that defines what the webpage will look like once the
shoppers have exceeded 2 hours of usage. See theConfiguration > Objects >
HTML Response page.
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In this example, when users exceed the two hour limit, they will see the following webpage:

4. Configure the policy tree such that the shoppers over quota are presented with a
HTML response web page when accessing web traffic and all other data access for those
shoppers is blocked, followed by policy for shoppers who have had access for less than 2 hours.
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To create the policy that presents the HTML response web page:

a. SelectReturn HTML Response as the policy action.

b. Select the HTML Response Object that you created in step 3.

Web traffic matching this policy will be sent back an HTML response with the contents of the
HTML Response object, which will cause the a web page to be presented to the client.

c. Type the Filter Rules.

The only allowable applications are HTTP, HTTP-ALT, and HTTPS. It is recommended to add
three filter rules - one for each of these applications.

For each of the filter rules specify the Filter traffic Source to be the destination network object
that was created as part of the adaptive response limit object and specify the Filter traffic
Direction to beBoth.

To create a policy that blocks remaining traffic for the shoppers who are over quota:

a. SelectDiscard as the policy action.

b. If you want to block all traffic, then do not check theDiscard only the first packet of the
connection checkbox.

c. Type the Filter Rules specifying the shoppers over quota network object.

Specify the Filter traffic Source to be the destination network object that was created as part
of the adaptive response limit object and specify the Filter traffic Direction to beBoth.
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Create Adaptive Response Rules with CLI
Adaptive Response rules can be created using the CLI (in configure terminal mode):

adaptive limit <limit-name> network-object source <src> destination <dst>

adaptive limit <limit-name> amount <N (mb)>

adaptive limit <limit-name> duration <daily|weekly|monthly>

adaptive limit <limit-name> direction <inbound|outbound|both>

adaptive limit <limit-name> enable

E X A M P L E
Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students
Network Object to the Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota, once 200 MB
has been downloaded per day.

adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination
Students-Over-Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

See the following topics for more information:

Add a Dynamic Network Object to Optimizer with CLI 23

Disable an Adaptive Response Rule 23

Exclude Hosts or Subnets from the Quota 23

Other Adaptive Response CLI Commands 25
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Add a Dynamic Network Object to Optimizer with CLI
The aim of this step is create a virtual circuit which references a dynamic network object created above.

Assuming we have created a Virtual Circuit named "Wan Inbound Choke"with reduced bandwidth, we
can now reference the Dynamic Network Object created above using the following CLI command.

(config) # circuit default vcircuit "WAN Inbound Choke" destination Students-Over-Quota

Disable an Adaptive Response Rule
To disable an Adaptive Response rule, run the following command. No IPs will belong to the destination
Network Object, so any Optimizer Virtual Circuits or Policies using the destination Network Object will
effectively do nothing.

(config) # no adaptive limit Students-AR enable

Exclude Hosts or Subnets from the Quota
It is possible to configure Adaptive Response rules to exclude both internal or external hosts and
subnets from the data transfer limits. This configuration option is available using the following CLI
commands:

adaptive limit <limit-name> except network-object {internal|external} <network object>

The following examples illustrate how to exclude IP addresses or subnets from the Adaptive Response
quota. The first example excludes an internal IP address that exists on the LAN-side of the Exinda
appliance. The second example excludes an entire subnet that exists on the WAN-side of the Exinda
appliance.
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E X A M P L E
Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students
Network Object to the Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota once 200 MB
has been downloaded per day, except for the IP address 192.168.0.50.

network-object IgnoreUser subnet 192.168.0.50 /32

network-object IgnoreUser location internal

adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination
Students-Over-Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

adaptive limit Students-AR except network-object internal IgnoreUser

E X A M P L E
Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students
Network Object to the Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota once 200 MB
has been downloaded per day except for the DMZ subnet 203.122.212.128 /27.

network-object IgnoreDMZ subnet 203.122.212.128 /27

network-object IgnoreDMZ location external

adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination
Students-Over-Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

adaptive limit Students-AR except network-object external IgnoreDMZ
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Other Adaptive Response CLI Commands
The following command may be used to show Adaptive Response rules:

show adaptive limit <limit-name>

Adaptive Response evaluates rules every 5 minutes by default. IP addresses are added to destination
dynamic Network Objects when the amount of traffic for the specified direction and duration exceeds
the specified amount. Network Objects are cleared at the end of the duration (e.g. daily, weekly or
monthly). The following command can be used to change the frequency at which the rules are
evaluated:

adaptive update-time <seconds>

Use the following command to show network objects created by Adaptive Response:

show network-object <network object>

The following command will clear all IPs from all Adaptive Response destination Network Objects. The
Network Objects will be repopulated when rules are next evaluated.

adaptive clear
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